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Jo-Kell Announces Appointment of New Director of Sales 

 
Chesapeake, VA (June 1, 2020) – Jo-Kell Inc., an electrical distributor and engineering solutions provider, 
announced today the appointment of Dan Miller as Director of Sales for their Aftermarket, Repair, and Automation 
Division, effective immediately.  

 
Prior to joining Jo-Kell, Miller was most recently with Rockwell Automation, headquartered in Milwaukee, WI.  At 
Rockwell he spent the past six years as an End User Account Manager for the Richmond, VA territory. Prior to that 
he served as a Technical Sales Engineer at Jo-Kell for four years. Altogether Miller brings over twenty years of direct 
sales experience as well as two science degrees: a B.S. in Physics and a B.S. in Electrical Engineering. His prior 
history with Jo-Kell alongside his many other experiences are expected to allow a smooth transition while providing 
inspiring leadership and innovation to his new role.  
 
“He will be bringing a technical expertise along with a strong background in field sales to lead the Jo-Kell sales team 
to new areas of growth,” said John Kelly, Executive Vice President of Sales & Process at Jo-Kell. “The industrial 
automation sector is where we see the most potential for the future, and Mr. Miller is uniquely poised to help us 
realize that potential.” 
 
Originally from Philadelphia, Miller has spent most of his life in the Kempsville area of Virginia Beach. True to his 
roots, he is a “die hard Philadelphia sports fan.” And, when the time is right, he loves to be out on the water salt-
water fishing with his family or out golfing.  

 
Jo-Kell is a woman-owned small business, founded in 1977, servicing the military, commercial marine, and 
industrial marketplaces.  
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